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Annex B (informative): 
Decision for the CRL repository access protocol 
In order to document the decision for the protocol to access CRL repositories, this section summarises technical 
advantages and disadvantages of the two candidates. 

LDAP 

+ implemented by all PKI products (unless purely manual) 

+ scalability 

+ flexibility (integration possibility to other systems, automatic public key retrieval possibility) 

- complexity 

HTTP 

+ simple 

- not supported by all PKI products (although widely supported)  

LDAP was chosen as the more future-proof protocol. Although more complex than HTTP, LDAP is well established 
amongst PKI vendors and operators. 

  

Annex C (normative): 
Critical and non critical Certificate Extensions. 
According to RFC3280 section 4.2 a certificate extension can be designated as either critical or non-critical.  

“A certificate using system MUST reject the certificate if it encounters a critical extension it does not 
recognize; however, a non-critical extension MAY be ignored if it is not recognized.” 

Optional and mandatory support statements (e.g. Clause 5.3 profiling) are being made with respect to implementation 
requirements. A receiving SEG shall be able to process an extension marked as critical that is mandatory to support in 
NDS/AF. When optional to support, a received extension marked as critical shall lead to an error according to 
RFC3280. 
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